Privacy Protection
Albergo Moderno snc, as the owner of the processing of your personal data, informs
you about their use and your rights. According to the Legislative Decree No. 196/2003
Art. 13, this treatment will be based on principles of correctness, lawfulness,
transparency and protection of your privacy.
COOKIES and usage data
This site may use cookies (small text files that allow you to store information about
visitor preferences) to improve the functionality of the portal, simplify navigation by
automating the procedures (eg Login, language) and for the analysis of the use of the
site.
Cookies are connected to the browser used and can be disabled directly by refusing /
withdrawing consent to their use. If cookies are disabled, the correct functionality of the
site itself is not guaranteed.
The systems used to publish the website also provide for the storage, in special log files,
of some technical information relating to your browser (for example IP, date, URL
request, browser version), anonymous, which may be used for check the functionality of
the site itself.
Navigation
The Site uses tools that allow to analyze, in an aggregated form, the methods of use of
the visited site with the aim of improving its functionality.
Users rights
While not storing personal data while browsing the user can contact us at
privacy@hotel-moderno-sant-antioco.it for any type of information related to privacy.
It is possible to download the complete information at the following link:
http://www.hotel-moderno-sant-antioco.it/hm/HM_docs/hm_privacy_en.pdf

INFORMATION AND CONSENT TO THE PROCESSING OF PERSONAL
DATA Pursuant to Art. 13, Legislative Decree No. 196/2003
We wish to inform you that Legislative Decree n. 196/03 provides for the protection of
personal data and the implementation of minimum security measures for its
protection during each phase of its use.
Albergo Moderno snc, as the owner of the processing of your personal data,
informs you about its use and your rights. In Accordance with the abovementioned
decree, this use will be based on principles of correctness, lawfulness, transparency
and protection of your privacy.
Usage definition: Personal data processing means any operation or series of
operations concerning the collection, recording, storing, organization, conservation,

consultation, processing, modification, selection, comparison, use, interconnection,
blocking, communication, dissemination, deletion and destruction of data.
Purpose: The processing of personal and sensitive data provided is intended for the
following purposes;
- by law: to fulfil the obligations established by law, by regulation, by community
legislation and by provisions issued by Authorities authorised by the law or by
competent Supervisory or Control bodies (in this case, your consent is not necessary as
the processing of data is related to compliance with these obligations / provisions);
- contractual / commercial and, more generally, administrative-accounting: to fulfil
obligations deriving from the contracts of which you are a part or to fulfil, before the
conclusion of the contract, your specific requests, also by means of remote techniques,
e.g. e-mail and telephone for information / booking request (in this case your explicit
consent is not necessary since data processing is necessary to the management of the
relationship or the execution of requests);
- marketing: to provide you with information (also by remote means such as, by way
of example, postal correspondence, telephone calls, telefax, e-mail, SMS or MMS
messages or other messages) on the Company's products, services or initiatives, as
well as their promotion.
Processing methods: Your personal data will be processed using paper, electronic
or automated means with a logic related to the aforementioned purposes and in such
a way as to guarantee the security and confidentiality of the data. The Data may also
be disclosed to individuals, companies or professional firms, independent data
controllers, who provide assistance services e.g. accounting, legal, tax, administrative,
corporate and / or personnel management, drafting of payroll. Furthermore, the Data
may be communicated or shared with companies belonging to the group, including
those based abroad and also in countries not belonging to the European Economic
Area, if this is necessary for the pursuit of the contractual purposes for which they
were collected, or is permitted or required by a law or regulation or is necessary in
order to safeguard, enforce and / or defend the rights, assets or legitimate interests of
Albergo Moderno snc.
Mandatory or optional nature of providing data: The provision of identification
data includes information essential for contractual and/or commercial purposes. Other
optional information is useful for marketing activities.
Consequence of an eventual refusal: Customer conferment of data is optional, as
a rule, however subsequently revoking authorization to retain this identifying data
creates an impossibility on the part of Albergo Moderno snc, to fulfil legal and
contractual/commercial obligations, therefore the eventual refusal to supply them or
to any subsequent use could cause the impossibility of the Company to maintain and
continue the relationship.

Place of processing: The data collected are processed at the headquarters of the
Data Controller, which is located in the European Economic Area and acts in
accordance with European standards.
Rights of the interested party: We also inform you that in relation to the
aforementioned treatment, you may exercise the rights referred to in art. 7 of
Legislative Decree no. 196/03, including but not limited to: - obtaining confirmation of
the existence or not of personal data of interest - update, rectification, integration of
data - cancellation, transformation into an anonymous form or blocking of processed
data - to object, in whole or in part, for legitimate reasons to the processing of
personal data of interest, even if relevant to the purpose of collection, to the
processing of personal data concerning you for purposes of sending material
advertising or direct sales or for carrying out market research or commercial
communication. To exercise these rights, you can send your request directly to the
email address: privacy@hotel-moderno-sant-antioco.it

Data Controller and Data Processor: The Data Controller is Albergo Moderno
snc - Via Nazionale, 82 - 09107 Sant’Antioco (CI) ITALIA - privacy@hotelmoderno-sant-antioco.it - Codice Fiscale and VAT 01869430924

The most recent version of this document will always be available at the link:
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